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About Item

1. Value Package: 4-pack a heavy-duty microphone clip holder set with adapters. This package
offers everything you need for securely mounting your microphones.

2. Adapter size: Our microphone clip holder comes with sic nut adapters. With 5/8 inch male to
3/8 inch female nut adapters, you can effortlessly connect and use a wide range of
microphone accessories.

3. Adjustable: Experience maximum flexibility with our adjustable microphone clip. You can
effortlessly change and move the mic clip up to 180 degrees.

4. Premium Material: Crafted from high-quality, rugged plastic and metal, 5 Core microphone
holders are built to last. These heavy-duty materials ensure long-lasting performance,
providing you with a reliable and sturdy microphone setup.

5. Applicable type: Designed for wired microphones, our microphone holders are suitable for a
variety of models.

Product Description

Enhance your microphone setup with our exceptional value package! With our 4-pack
universal microphone holder set, complete with adapters, you'll have everything you
need to achieve professional-quality sound. The package includes 5/8" male to 3/8"
female nur adapters, ensuring seamless compatibility with a wide range of microphone
accessories.

Crafted from durable plastic and metal, these mic clips are built to withstand the rigors
of frequent use. The clips are also adjustable to 180 degrees. Designed for wired
microphones, they are compatible with popular microphones available in the market.

At 5 Core, Customer satisfaction is our priority—a proven track record of delivering the
highest quality product since 1984.

Features



Versatile Enhanced stability Easy adaptation Professional
Material

Our microphone
holder & adapters
offer versatile
compatibility,
allowing you to use
them with a wide
range of mic and
accessories.

With their hard &
durable plastic
construction and
metal components,
our mic clip holders
provide excellent
stability & durability.

The included 5/8"
male to 3/8" female
nut adapters make it
effortless to connect
your microphones to
various stands or
accessories.

Made from
high-quality
materials, these
clips are built to last.
They can withstand
the rigors of regular
use. Perfect for
studio & on-stage.

Microphone Holder Specification:

● Color- Black
● Material- Plastic & metal
● Adapter- 5/8" male to 3/8"

Package information:

● 4x Mic Holders
● 4x Mic Nut Adapters

Usages

Use the mic holder to hold microphones securely.

The clips are used to give the recording setup stability.

Compatible with most wired microphones in the market.

Use the nut adapters to connect the mic or accessories.

Ideal for improving the recording quality of your audio content.



Benefits of products

Easy to install and remove.

Securely hold the wired microphone.

Eliminate the need to constantly adjust the mic.

Improves sound quality & reduced handling noise.

Mic clips can be used to attach different accessories.

Benefits of 5 Core over other products

4-pack always has spare nearby.

Suitable for indoor & outdoor use.

Made from hard & durable plastic & metal.

Make your setup & content more professional.

Protect the microphone from accidental drops.

Why 5 Core

5 Core has been known for producing high-quality, premium products since 1984.



We are committed to using only the best materials and components to ensure the
longevity of our products.

The best deals compared to other brands in the market without compromising on
quality.

The trustworthy choice for thousands of customers scattered worldwide in more than
65 countries.

Backed by a proven track record of happy customers and peace of mind.

Comparison

Specification 5 Core Product Other Product

Six Pack Yes No

Heavy Duty Yes No

Versatile Yes No

About Brand

5 Core, headquartered in California, warehouse in Bellefontaine, OH, USA, has a
reputation for being a trusted and reliable brand, offering products designed to meet
the highest industry standards. Our products are thoroughly tested and inspected
before they are sent to the end user, ensuring that the customers receive products of
the highest quality and reliability. With a commitment to quality, affordability, and
customer satisfaction, 5 Core is a brand people can trust for all their needs and wants.

Q&A



Question: How many microphone holders are in the package?

Answer: The package contains six heavy-duty microphone holders.

Question: Are the adapters included in the package?

Answer: Yes, the package includes Six 5/8" male to 3/8" female nut adapters.

Question:What material was used?

Answer: The clip holders are crafted from hard and durable plastic, along with metal
components.

Question:What microphone models are compatible with these mic clips?

Answer: These clip holders are compatible with wired microphones.

Question: Can I attach these clip holders to any mic stand or boom arm?

Answer: Yes, the clip holders are designed to be attached to standard microphone
stands, boom arms, or other compatible equipment, providing stable and adjustable
positioning for your microphone.


